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I.Choose the correct answer :

(4x1=4)

1.Who said “Imperialism is the highest stage of Capitalism ?___
(a)Lenin
(b)Marx
(c)Sun Yat Sen
(d)Mao Tsetung.
2.____ river is known as “Sorrow of Bihar “.
(a)Narmada
(b)Godavari
(c)Kosi
(d)Damodar
3.A foreigner can acquire Indian citizenship through ____
(a)Descent
(b)Registration
(c)Naturalisation
(d)All of the above
4.Which one sector is highest employment in the GDP? ____
(a)Agricultural sector (b)Industrial sector (c)Service sector
(d)None of the above
II.Fill in the blanks :

(4x1=4)

5.Secondary sector is otherwise called as _____.
6.The concept of Constitution first originated in _____.
7._____is a line joining the places of equal rainfall .
8.Boers were also known as _____.
III.Match the following :
9.Third Reich
10.Biodiversity hotspot
11.The preamble
12.Price policy

(4x1=4)
- a)Jawaharlal Nehru
– b)Agriculture
– c)Hitler
– d)Himalayas
- e)Mussolini

IV.Distinguish between :

(3x2=6)

13.Himalayan rivers and Peninsular rivers .
14.Western Ghats and Eastern Ghats .
15.North East Monsoon and South West Monsoon .
V. Give reasons for :

(2x1=2)

16.Mountains are cooler than the plains .
17.North Indian rivers are Perennial .
VI. Answer in brief :
(10x2=20)
(Choose any 4/5 in History ; 4/5 in Geography ; 1 /2 in civics & 1 /2 in Economics )
History :(any four )
18.What do you know of Trench warfare ?
19.List any two causes for the failure of the League of Nations .
20.What were the three militant forms of Nationalism in Europe ?
21.What do you know of the White Terror in Indo – China ?
22.What was the result of Mussolini’s march on Rome ?

Geography :(any four )
23.List the factors affecting climate of India .
24.What is ‘Burst of monsoon ‘ ?
25.State the places of mangrove forests in India .
26.Name the neighbouring countries of India .
27.Write a short note on Deccan Plateau .
Civics :(any one )
28.What is a Constitution ?
29.List out the fundamental rights guaranteed by Indian Constitution .
Economics :(any one )
30.Define National Income
31.Write the importance of Gross Domestic product (GDP).
VII. Answer in a paragraph each : (any one from each) :

(2x5=10)

32 a)Highlight the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles relating to Germany .
(or)
b)Write about South West Monsoon .
33 a)Mention the differences between Fundamental Rights and Directive principles of
State policy .
(or)
b)Write about the composition of GDP in India .
*********

